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time-keepers.
While in Pierre, the ten
FFA members and adviser
Meagan Jensen visited
Christmas at the Capitol,
viewing nearly 50 decorated
trees in the Rotunda and
Capitol halls.
Bennett and Matea will
now advance to the 2022
National FFA Convention to
compete in Creed and Public

Speaking respectively next
October.
Sturgis FFA members will
shift from leadership events
to preparing for the Career
Development Events held
throughout the spring and
culminating at the State FFA
Convention April 24-26 at the
SDSU campus in Brookings,
S.D.

Sturgis
FFA students
participated
in the State
Leadership Development
Event in Pierre, S.D., on Dec.
5-6, 2021 and brought home
several top honors. About
500 FFA members from
across the state competed
in the event.
Bennett Gordon (9)
earned first place in the
FFA Creed Speaking
contest and Matea Gordon
(12) received first in the
Public Speaking contest.
Both events require
presenting to a panel of
judges and then answering
questions related to
agricultural topics.
Corrina Ross (12) also
participated in the Public
Speaking contest, placing
eighth.
In the Ag Issues
competition, Sturgis FFA
members Sidney Peterson
(12), Ross, Marissa Hoeke
(11), Avery Fogelman (10),
Allison Ogden (10), and
Mary Vallette (10) teamed
up to make a presentation
titled “Rancher Salary:
Fair Wages or Not
Enough?” The team of six
placed fourth overall in the
state competition.
Also, attending the
Sturgis FFA Members enjoy Christmas at the Capital. back: Bennett Gordon (9), Zane
state contest were Zane
Heller (12), Braydon Cox (11). middle: Mary Vallette (10), Avery Fogelman (10), Matea
Heller (12) and Braydon
Gordon (12), Sidney Peterson (12). front: Corrina Ross (12), Marissa Hoeke (11) and
Cox (11) who assisted as
Allison Ogden (10). photo by Ryleigh Richter
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Sophomore inductees Sam Teigen, Hunter Barnhart, Rowan Swift, Jordyn Richter,
Audrey Kaufman Zabree Bush and Christina Bartlett hold up their sparkly stars,
symbolizing their membership in NHS. photo by Ryleigh Richter
Treasurer Carson Pankratz (12) speaks to attendees of the ceremony about one
of the pillars of NHS. photo by Kristen Richter
Newly elected President Landry Haugen (11) delivers information to listeners
about the ideals of NHS. photo by Kristen Richter
Seniors Matea Gordon, Jessica Matthew, Carson Pankratz, Tatum Ligtenberg,
Ryleigh Richter and Rio Snyder present the yellow rose awarded for third year
membership in NHS. photo by Tim Potts
Carson Pankratz (12) receives a light on his candle from President Elect Zabree
Bush. Principal Pete Wilson announced the candle lighting portion of the
ceremony with Secretary Zoey Goebel (12) waiting for her candle to be lit.
photo by Kristen Richter
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SBHS Honors Students
Ryleigh Richter, staff

On November
29, the annual
National Honor
Society (NHS)
Induction was
held to recognize students
who met requirements
for membership and were
admitted.
The ceremony took palace
at the Boulder Canyon
Convention Center in
Sturgis. Whether it be for a
first, second, or third time,
students who have gained
membership were honored
for the traits that make up
the pillars of National Honor
Society.
NHS is comprised of a
group of students selected
by a committee of members
based on four key pillars:
scholarship, leadership,
service and character. Each of
the pillars is what a member
displays prior to membership
and after being inducted.
The scholarship pillar
represents a student’s
commitment to learning,
both in school and
personally. It represents
a students ability to take
the learning completed in
school and use it to benefit
themselves and the world
around them.
The leadership pillar not
only represents students’
ability to lead others but to
also to lead themselves in a
positive direction. Being a
leader means being a positive
influence to other individuals

The SBHS National Honor Society Chapter gathers for a photo. Members include (from back left): Hunter Barnhart (10), Owen
Koontz (11), Dominik Smith (12), Carson Pankratz (12), Slade Keierleber (12), Dakota Remington (12), Austin Atyeo (11)
Jordyn Richter (10), Beck Bruch (11), Rowan Swift (10), Abbie Culver (11), Christina Bartlett (10), Jessica Matthew (12),
Hannah Aston (12), Landry Haugen (11), Audrey Kaufman (10), Kenna Goebel (12), Allison Ogden (10), Zabree Bush (10),
Brooke Wolf (11), EmmahLeigh Cass (12), Carlie Johnson (11), Layne Septka (11), Zoey Holt (11), Taesha Monahan (11), Torre
Buus (12), Zoey Goebel (12), Ashlyn Krcil (12), Matea Gordon (12), Tatum Ligtenberg (12), Ryleigh Richter (12), Carlyn Oster
(12), Sidney Peterson (12) and Sam Teigen (10). photo by Tim Potts

and leading them in the
direction of success.
Service represents
students’ willingness to
go out of their way to help
their community. It could be
demonstrated in various ways
whether volunteering with a
group or solo.
The final pillar is character.
It is how a person acts even
when there may not be
anyone watching. It means
being respectful, honest and
much more.
Students are eligible to
apply for membership in
their sophomore year. A
minimum of a 3.5 GPA is
required.
Because selection is limited
to a percentage of each
class, individuals are able
to reapply if not initially
selected during their junior

and senior years.
To be an active member of
the group, one must attend all
meetings as well as complete
a required number of
community service hours.
“The best advice I can
give anyone looking to join
NHS is to be as involved as
you can and put yourself in
leadership positions,” NHS
President Jessica Matthew
said. “When you are
involved, it not only qualifies
you for NHS but prepares
you for life that will follow
when you graduate and leave
SBHS.”
The meaning behind
membership in NHS varies,
but students all recognize the
honor of being inducted into
the organization.
“With so many qualified
and deserving applicants, I

feel honored to be selected as
a member of National Honor
Society,” first year inductee
Rowan Swift (10) said.
Students granted
membership into NHS have
a great honor and help to
paint an outstanding picture
of what makes SBHS student
body great.
This year, 15 new members
were inducted into the
SBHS chapter, including
seniors Torre Buus and
Dakota Remington; juniors
Abbie Culver, Deron Graf,
Taesha Monahan, Brooke
Wolf, Mariah Muchow; and
sophomores Sam Teigen,
Jordyn Richter, Hunter
Barnhart, Zabree Bush,
Rowan Swift, Audrey
Kaufman, Allison Ogden and
Christina Bartlett.
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---
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Debate Team Undefeated
Ryleigh Richter, staff

The work put in by the students
involved in extracurricular activities
benefits the whole group. The same is
true with Speech and Debate team.
Since the beginning of their season,
the team has put in time to further their efforts in
making their program the best it can be. Results
indicate their time has not gone to waste.
This year, the debate team has gone undefeated.
Awards achieved individually and by the team
reflect successes resulting from their time spent
practicing.
Most recently, they traveled to Thunder Basin
High School in Gillette, Wyo.
After competing, the group of students brought
home the first place award on behalf of the whole
team and multiple individual awards.

At the most recent debate tournament held at Thunder Basin, the SBHS Speech and Debate
team showcases their awards. The win by the team helped them to uphold their winning streak.
photo submitted by Rio Snyder

Musical “Stepsisters” Take Stage
Kandice Thomas,
staff

On stage
they’re royals
and rebels. Off
stage they’re like anyone else.
They create a place welcome
to adventure and wonder.
Every school year at
SBHS, the Scooper Thespian
Society, better known as
Drama Club, hosts shows all
with varying genres and roles
that anyone could partake in.
Drama Club contributes to
many activities throughout
the school year.
Shows include “the Fall
Play, which is a musical every
other year, One Acts in the
winter, and the Children’s
Play in the spring, which
is shown to elementary
students,” Sam Teigen (10)
said. “The club also sets
up and acts in the haunted
house at the armory every
year and builds a float for the
homecoming parade.”
The Scooper Thespian

Society has many activities
for community members to
enjoy, and several roles for
everyone in the club itself.
Drama plays have
something to offer to
everyone. The plays are set
to entertain many audiences
and students who join
drama “don’t have to be just
on stage,” Amelia Knutson
(10) said. “They can be a
part of production [,and]
...we wouldn’t have a show if
we didn’t have production.
Production takes care of
costumes, set, lights, sound,
makeup and so much more.”
People don’t have to have
speaking parts or even be on
stage if they prefer not to,
and people who do want big
roles can audition for them.
In fact, these products have a
variety of roles for all people
interested in getting involved.
While some individuals
enjoy acting, other members
take on design, lights
and sound aspects of the
performances.

This program’s members
are diverse in nature and yet
they all come together as a
family.
Director Shawntera
Kennedy said Drama Club
consists of “people who
are so different all coming
together and sharing
knowledge and skills. You

have the chance to gain
friends that will be there
for you, build skills that are
important in shows and in
life outside the stage and you
get to have fun.”
Drama Club envelopes its
members into a big family
while teaching valuable life
lessons.

Jag Weyer (11) and Alayna Lemcke (12) perform their villainous song, “Such A
Nice Guy.” In the wings, the rest of the performers danced along with the music.
photo by staff
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Search For New Superintendent Ends
Sam Teigen, staff

For two years,
SBHS has
been without
a secure
superintendent,
but on January 4, interviews
were held to change that.
Meade School District
has been looking for a
new superintendent ever
since they rehired Don
Kirkegaard as the interim
superintendent. Since then,
applications have been
pouring in from all over
interested in the job.
“The initial screening
process began in September,
and of course, interviews
were last week, so they
narrowed it down to
three candidates from the
applications that they
received,” instructor Eric
Johnson said.
Candidates interviewed
included Wayne Wormstadt
from Minn., Brad LaCroix
from Newcastle, Wyo., and
Quentin Cermak from Harold
Highmore.
The interviews were held
over the course of three days,
one candidate per day. The
decision committees ate
lunch with each candidate
and held interviews with
them lasting roughly 45
minutes each day.
The main focus for a
superintendent is to overlook
the entire school district.
Tasks include achieving
big-picture educational goals

to help the school district,
but they also must manage
administrators, activities,
programs and more.
A superintendent, Johnson
said, “needs to be able to
listen, take input, analyze
problems, reach out to people,
delegate and communicate
back to the community about
updates in the school. There
are a lot of responsibilities
to be a superintendent, so
communication, listening and
problem-solving are big parts
of the job.”
The position of
superintendent is a big job,
so many people were a part
of the choosing process. A
student committee, a teacher
committee, a community
member committee and
district administrators all
met January 4, 5 and 6 to
interview the candidates.
“I was asked by Mr. Mott
to be a class representative
because I am involved in
Student Council and I have
experience in interviewing
people through FFA,”
Matea Gordon (12) said. “I
learned that I really enjoy
interviewing and learning
more about people. It was an
honor to be involved in this
process and I appreciated
that the school wanted the
students’ help and advice.”
“I gained a lot of knowledge
on the responsibilities of a
superintendent,” Hannah
Aston (12) said. “It was also

Seniors Hannah Aston and Matea Gordon, junior Austin Atyeo, freshmen Eva
Jensen and Nellie Wetsit, junior Zoey Holt and sophomore Christina Bartlett
smile big during lunch break. These individuals made up the student committee
and helped with the superintendent interviewing process. photo by Matt Mott

a great experience for all of
us to be in a formal interview
setting, asking questions
instead of answering.”
The first step into choosing
the new superintendent
was the screening process
done by the consulting firm.
After receiving interested
individuals applications, the
firm selected their top three
candidates based on resumés
and qualifications. Then
the committees interviewed
the candidates and supplied
feedback to the district
school board who used that
information to make the final
decision.
The candidate chosen is
Wormstadt. He is currently
the superintendent at the
Windom Area School
District in Windom, Minn.

and has served the district for
13 years.
According to a speaker
bio for the Minnesota Rural
Education Association, in his
current position, Wormstadt
has worked to expand
CTE, improve the financial
condition of the district,
implement Professional
Learning Communities
(PLCs) and build a new
elementary school. In the
past, he has worked as a
“superintendent at Canistota
School District in South
Dakota, Middle and High
School Principal in South
Dakota and as a teacher,
coach and activities’ director
in Cresband School District
in South Dakota.”
continued on page 6
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Search for Superintendent continued
“Wormstadt is a younger
candidate. He’s energetic and
a school board member said
that he already came with
a partial vision of what he
wanted to do going forward
and ways to solve some
problems which impressed
people,” Johnson said. “He
also seems to be a good
communicator as well.”

“Between the three that we
interviewed, there were two
that stood out for me,” Zoey
Holt (11) said. “I was very
interested in what Wayne
Wormstadt had to offer here
at Meade School District. I
think he had a lot of good
opinions and thoughts that
were very interesting to me.
I was very happy to hear that

he wanted to be studentoriented and hear what the
students wanted.”
“It is a difficult choice
because it’s hard to know just
from interviews who is going
to do the best job, but I think
we picked a good candidate”
Johnson said.
After months of screening
applications for candidates

and days of interviewing
top choices, Meade School
District will have a new
superintendent at the
beginning of July when
Wormstadt finishes his
current contract.
Online information retrieved from MREA |
Minnesota Rural Education Association, https://
www.mreavoice.org/conferenceguide-3/bios/.
Accessed 24 Jan. 2022.

Weather Changes Spark Interest
Alisha Solaas, Emerson Gardner, Chloe
Kizer and Rayna Williamson, staff

“The coldest temperature
recorded in South Dakota
was -58° in McIntosh on
February 17, 1936,” Chief
Meteorologist Rhonda Lee
said, explaining just how
harsh South Dakota weather
can be.
Employed by KOTA
Territory, Lee said she would
suggest people begin getting
prepared for winter weather
in South Dakota as early as
the end of August.
“Keep equipment like
gloves, a hat and [an] extra
jacket in the car,” Chris

Neilan (11) said.
Lee agreed with Neilan
by saying “Safety first, and
always be prepared.”
As important as it is to
be prepared while driving
during the winter, it is also
important to consider the
precautions to keep your
home warm while the weather
is cold. Having a prepared
home is another necessity
to survive South Dakota’s
climate.
Lee suggests putting a
sealant around doors and
windows, so the cold air does
not blow inside and to keep a
house energy efficient.
Kim Cunningham, a sixth
grade teacher at Stagebarn
Middle School, said she and
her husband put the hoses
away and removed all of the
liquids from unheated areas.

The cold weather may seem
harsh, but there are some
pros to the snowy days ahead.
Kolby Rosser (11) said
she is excited for the days
off from school and to go
sledding with friends and

family members.
If you are interested in
learning more about the
South Dakota weather
changes, consider contacting
local chief meteorologist,
Rhonda Lee.

A breezy day in Spearfish, the colorful leaves fall from the trees to the ground.
Because the sun was starting to go down earlier and rise later, the leaves didn’t
have enough light to stay on the tree branches. photo by Emerson Gardner

Don’t forget to order your
2022 Mato Paha yearbook
before copies run out!

35

$
Proud to Support the Scoopers!
ORDER

AHEAD:

Through
January 31

605-347-7533

2217 Junction Ave., Sturgis
Located next to Kwik Mart

yearbookforever.com/schools/
sturgis_brown_high_school_
buy_yearbook_4299

After a wild snow storm occurred in the Black Hills, heavy snow put so much
pressure on the trees that they drooped to the ground. photo by Chloe Kizer
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Holiday Takes Many Forms
Emma Matthew, Tabatha Palmer and
Ainhoa Morgado Perez, staff

Christmas is the time of the
year for family, friends, giftgiving, or even being a full-on
Scrooge. With a connotation
different for everyone,
it’s filled and celebrated
with different foods and
traditions.
Christmas is celebrated
differently all around the
world. Ethnic foods may be
prepared and a myriad of
events can take place. The
meaning of Christmas can
also hold the same or distinct
meaning to a variety of
people. This notable holiday
season may mean something
joyous or horrendous,
depending on the individual.
“To me, Christmas means a

full month of celebration and
happiness,”Joanin (Jonas)
Perez (12) said. “ I think I
prefer the atmosphere during
the month of December than
Christmas Day because this
‘Christmas period’ is also
all the things you do by
side, like the decorating of
the Christmas tree, making
cookies, spending time
with your family, watching
Christmas movie[s] and
playing in the snow with
your cousins, for example.”
Perez said he prefers the
atmosphere of December as
opposed to Christmas itself.
On the other hand,
Ashlynn Nondorf (12) has
an opposing meaning of
Christmas. She said it’s
only a day where family and
friends get together and open
presents.
However, Christmas isn’t
just about what it means to
each individual. It could also
be about the traditions and
ways it’s celebrated. Everyone

around the world celebrates
a variation of Christmas.
Some of them share the
same traditions while others
celebrate in a completely
different way.
“Some people buy a
Christmas tree and decorate
that,” Jaeryeong Seol (11)
said. “But it depends on the
people.”
Perez said people in
France decorate trees,
hang up stockings, set up
lights, arrange garland
and thoroughly enjoy the
Christmas spirit.
When it comes to
spending time with family
during Christmas in the
United States, everyone
seems to have the same
views. However, in South
Korea, instead of spending
Christmas with family, they
usually spend Christmas
with friends and significant
others.
“I usually celebrate
Christmas with my friends,”

Seol said. “But in my country,
most Koreans want to spend
Christmas with their dates.
If you don’t have a date, it
doesn’t matter.”
In some areas of the world,
there are folklore tales and
some of them can be quite
adorable.
Santa Claus is recognized
in America as well as in other
countries though he may go
by another name, such as
Kris Kringle.
However, some countries,
such as France and Spain
have other Christmas spirits.
In Spain, they have Reyes
Magos or the Three Wise
Men. They come on January 5
and give presents to everyone.
The Reyes Magos are similar
to Santa Claus but visit
on a different day and are
considered more important
than Santa in Spain.
In the South PyrenneesOrientales of France, they
also have Santa Claus as
well as a separate Christmas
spirit. Tio is a wooden log
with a face and a hat. It
gives candy every day of
Christmas to the children in
the mornings.

Holiday traditions in the Sturgis community include the Winter concert. Under the direction of choral instructor Jennifer
Loftin, Girls Choir, Boys Choir and Concert Choir groups performed an array of tunes, featuring Christmas and other
themed music. Musicians were accompanied by pianist Marlene Kotab. photo by Carlyn Oster
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Conference Shares Insight, Benefits
Mariah Muchow,
staff

When many
people think
of journalists,
the thought
of a national news anchor
might pop into their heads.
Or, maybe a reporter who has
a dangerous assignment in a
war-ravaged country in the
Middle East.
How about a writer for a
prominent newspaper like
The Washington Post? While
all of these people certainly
count as journalists, the
reality is that people who
hold a profession like those
mentioned are actually a
minority within the field.
National-level jobs like
those just described make
up less than a quarter of the
journalism career field.
So, what about the rest of

the journalism field? What
makes up about 85 percent
of it and provides the vast
majority within the field
their jobs? The answer to
that is simple: community
journalism.
On October 18, SBHS
Journalism students attended
the 2021 South Dakota High
School Activities Association
(SDHSAA) Journalism
Convention via Zoom. There
were numerous speakers
talking about varying topics
that might affect or interest
the young journalists. One
of the speakers was Mark
Watson, editor of Black Hills
Pioneer, a local newspaper
based in Spearfish, S.D.
Watson spoke to the SBHS
students and students from
schools across the state
over the Zoom call about
community journalism, a
topic close to his heart.

Although Black Hills
Pioneer is small on a
national level, it more closely
and meaningfully affects
residents in the area in which
it is published.
Watson shared that one of
the most meaningful stories
he ever wrote was after a local
high school student died in
a house fire. He described
how upon reaching out to
the family who lost their
son, he managed to sit down
with them and hear their
personal perspectives about
their recently deceased family
member.
By getting the chance to
have a personal conversation
with the family, Watson
felt he could cover the story
in a way that was more
meaningful than any national
publication ever could.
Watson described
many other personal and

hypothetical examples that
proved that community
journalism, such as the type
he is involved in, provides
journalists the chance to tell
their town’s story and tell the
stories of their townspeople.
Community journalism
deals with topics, such as
local government, covering
the big game, writing about
local schools and writing
about local community
events.
So, while many young
people when thinking
about going into journalism
dream of writing for a large
publication in a big city,
they may actually find
their journalistic dreams
answered in the form of the
simpler, more local approach
that comes in the form of
community journalism.

News Takes Art Form
Rylee Speidel, staff

As the state
journalism
conference
opened
via Zoom,
journalism students gathered
in the library to listen,
question, and yes, take notes.
There were many
speakers at the conference,
but Alex Portal from the
local newspaper, Black
Hills Pioneer, was the first
professional to share his
work: cartoons.
Portal highlighted the
difference between editorial
cartoons and back page
cartoons.
Back page cartoons are
mostly used for laughs and
are not serious.

“Cartoons known as
daily gag cartoons are
pretty innocuous. Those are
meant to just sort of illicit
entertainment for the simple
sake of entertainment,” Portal
said.
Back page cartoons are
what a lot of people are most
excited about when it comes
to the newspaper because
they are always the most fun.
What most people don’t
talk about is editorial
cartoons, which are meant
to inform and consist of the
cartoonist’s point of view.
“You’re putting an opinion
out there, and no matter
what your opinion is, you’re
going to have somebody who
has the opposite opinion,”
Portal said. “But what
makes a really good editorial

cartoonist is
the ability to
present those
findings in
a humorous
and
sometimes
uplifting
way.”
As people
read editorial
cartoons,
An example of Portals work, featured in a 2018 issue of the
Black Hills Pioneer is shown above. photo retrieved from Black Hills
they may
Pioneer
think
about the
overcritical while the back
true meaning and what the
page cartoonists are mostly
cartoonist was trying to
goofy and trying to have fun
convey, Sometimes people
while doing their jobs.
disagree with the messages,
At the end of the day,
but that’s the point.
editorial and back page
As both cartoon styles
cartoonists are always fun to
are completely different, so
look at but they are different
are their writers. Many of
genres and both have
the editorial cartoonists are
different meanings.
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Journalists Gain Recognition
Ryleigh Richter, staff

One of
the most
anticipated
times of the
Journalism Convention is
the awards ceremony. The
awards given are meant
to commemorate student
journalists on their work in
photography and writing.
There are also awards given
to the Bear Butte Breezes
newspaper as well as the
Mato Paha Yearbook.
In October, students
were given the opportunity
to attend the journalism
conference via Zoom, a
change from the originally
scheduled site at Black Hills
State University.
Individuals within various
positions in professional
journalism attended the
conference to speak to high
school students about their
journalistic work. The
conference ended with the
awards ceremony.
The Mato Paha Yearbook,
advised by Timmi Keisel,
won an excellent award. This
was the first year Keisel held
the yearbook position. The
yearbook judged was SBHS
alumni Shelby Roberts-Roe
and Peyton Hedderman’s
senior project.
The Bear Butte Breezes
newspaper, advised by Tere
Froelich, received a superior
award. Newspaper editor

After receiving the awards student journalists displayed representations of their hard work throughout the year. Students
pictured included Alisha Solaas (11), Rylee Speidel (11), Abigale Enninga (10), Rian Vollmer (11), Sam Teigen (10), Alexis Wulf
(11), Mariah Muchow (11) and Ryleigh Richter (12). photo by staff

Ryleigh Richter (12) remains
the 2021-22 newspaper editor.
The highest photography
award, first place, was given
to Sam Teigen (10). Second
place photography recipient
was Rian Vollmer (11). Jordyn
Rath (10) earned a superior
award as well. All of these
photography awards were
earned under submission in
non-school activity.
In sports photography
this year, Richter earned a
superior award. Rylee Speidel
(11) and Shaylee Sammeli
(10) won excellent awards.
In the category of school
activity, Mariah Muchow
(11), Richter and Speidel
received excellent awards.

In writing, journalists are
placed into four categories. In
the editorial category, juniors
Abigale Enninga and Amelia
Knutson and Muchow won
excellent awards. In general
news writing, Leah JohnsonLandoll (10), Muchow and
Richter won excellent awards.
For their work in the feature
category, Carlyn Oster (12)
and Muchow won excellent
awards, and Alexis Wulf won
honorary. Finally, Brooke
Wolf (11) and Richter took
home excellent awards for
their articles within the
sports category.

Because of the number
of points gained from
submissions in both writing
and photography, the SBHS
journalism program was
awarded the Sweepstakes
award, one of the highest
awards that can be achieved
by the entire program at the
event.
Achievements made by
student journalists this
year reflect time spent on
the many publications that
make the journalism program
whole.
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SENIOR

SPOTLIGHT
Seniors Dakota Remington and Torre Buus hold up their right hand as they
become members of National Honor Society. photo by Tim Potts
Senior athlete Kaylee Whatley holds up the basketball as she prepares to shoot
a shot at the free throw line. photo by Tim Potts
During a wrestling match against an opponent at the Hettinger dual, Buck
Fickbohm (12) moves into position. photo by Rian Vollmer
Surrounded by opponents from Lead-Deadwood, Reese Ludwick (12) attempts
to get the basketball in the hoop to help her team. photo by Tim Potts
Senior Ridge Inhofer lines up to defend the ball against his Lead-Deadwood
opponent in possession. photo by Tim Potts
Senior National Honor Society inductees smile with their stars, representing
their ongoing or new induction into the group. Seniors pictured include Slade
Keierleber, Sidney Peterson, Carson Pankratz, Hannah Aston, Kenna Goebel,
Torre Buus, Rio Snyder, Dominik Smith, Ryleigh Richter, EmmahLeigh Cass, Zoey
Goebel, Ashlyn Krcil, Matea Gordon, Jessica Matthew and Carlyn Oster.
photo by Kristen Richter
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Sophomore Martin Jones cheers for his teammate Max Hinek (10) as he wins his
award in Gillette. photo submitted by Rio Snyder
At the medical table, freshmen students participate in a hands-on experience
during Freshman Simulation. photo by Mariah Muchow
Teammates smile after winning a debate tournament. photo submitted by Chris Shuman
Scooper fans join together in a cheer led by Scooper cheerleaders during a boys
basketball game. photo by Tim Potts
Hannah Aston (12), Carlyn Oster (12) and Ranni Boyd (9) place presents under
the Christmas tree in the Commons in an effort to decorate. Student Council
members have been traditionally responsible for activities such as this one.
photo by Ryleigh Richter
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Simulation Teaches Life Lessons
Amelia Knutson, staff

An annual
event held at
SBHS, the
Freshman
Simulation is a way to
demonstrate to freshman
students and their parents
the possible outcomes of
participating in illegal
activities under age.
The simulation has five
different events: house party,
car crash, hospital emergency
room, court hearing and
funeral scene. In addition,
there were two lessons
presented to inform students
about substance abuse and
sexual assault.
This year’s Freshman
Simulation was organized by
counselors Shawn Koontz
and Dadra Avery with senior
EmmahLeigh Cass.
Events like the simulation
take a lot of time, energy and
planning to get the job done.
Organizing this event is not
an easy job.
“Putting the choice
simulation together is very
time-consuming. I had to
contact every single partner
and business that was
coordinating with us, lay
out the schedules so that the
stations wouldn’t overlap
and come up with scenarios
that would efficiently get the

point across,” Cass said.
Koontz and Avery said
prior organization means
“making sure all of the
partners can come together
on a day where everybody
is free. It is one of the most
challenging aspects of putting
the simulation together as
well as coordinating the
freshmen schedules that go
through it and the teacher
schedules.”
Cass decided to choose
the simulation as her
project because she already
had past experiences with
participating in it as well
as running it. Cass needed
a project, and since she had
already been helping with the
event for the past few years,
she chose to help organize the
Simulation.
“I felt that I was one of
the most educated on the
process,” she explained.
Cass said that putting
together the simulation
taught her what it takes to
coordinate a large event as
well as the patience needed.
With the challenges and
stressful moments also comes
light at the end of it all.
Cass said a lot of the Youth
Leadership Team (YLT)
students really stepped up
and helped out.
“The students in charge of
the party took care of it so

Uncle
Louie’s
Diner
Dine-in or Curbside pickup

720-6475
1039 Main St., Sturgis
(605)

Hours: Sun.-Thurs. 8 a.m.-2 p.m.
Fri.-Sat. 8 a.m.-8 p.m.

During the crash scene, paramedics and search and rescue teams try to get the
survivors out of the cars and to the hospital to get the medical help they need.
photo by Mariah Muchow

In the courtroom scene, Officer Cody Brua listens to Judge Francy Foral’s decree
while Kolby Rosser (11) and SBHS alumnus Rachel Hale stand and the defendant
receives her sentence. photo by Amelia Knutson, staff

well I didn’t have to worry
about any of it,” she said.
“The students who sat in
the courtroom all day to get
evaluations and who helped
keep the groups moving took
care of another aspect of the
simulation. The students in
the accident scenes were such
a great help. They all wanted
to do their role, so it made it
easier for me to be able to rely
on them.”

There are a myriad of
details before, during and
after such an event. Working
as a team can make the
greatest difference for a
successful venture.
Cass said. “In the end, it
all worked out and I hope the
freshmen got out of it what I
and everyone who helped put
into it.”
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